**Important Safety Notice**

It is the responsibility of the person installing the electrical equipment to ensure that the installation meets the requirements of the IET wiring regulations and is therefore ‘fit for purpose’. Factors such as correct selection of components, cable sizing, protective devices and Earth bonding are all critical and should be checked prior to full testing and power-up. Any other regulations applicable to the equipment being installed such as the Machinery Directive and current health and safety legislation must also be adhered to.

All connections (including factory made) must be checked for the correct tightness prior to commissioning of the electrical installation.

All connections should be checked periodically to ensure correct tightness.

DO NOT USE POWER TOOLS ON THESE PRODUCTS

---

**Switch Configuration:**

![Switch Configuration Diagram]

**3 Pole + Switched Neutral**

**3 Pole + Neutral**

Note: Neutral Contact is Early Make/Late Break

---

**Technical Data:** FF403PAL/PSNAL AC-22@400V(415V)

**Aluminium Enclosed IP65 3P & 3P + Switched Neutral Firefighter’s Switch**
Technical Data: FF403PAL/PSNAL AC-22@400V(415V)
Aluminium Enclosed IP65 3P & 3P + Switched Neutral
Firefighter’s Switch

- 2 x M25 Bottom Cable Entries
- 2 x M25 Top Cable Entries
- 1 x M16 Top Cable Entry